
Because of  
Debbie Allen/A Different World      

ages 5-8

BOTWC minis posing
as Debbie Allen & the cast 

of "A Different World"



a superstar Making the Industry...

              Instructions: Read the following text about Debbie Allen and  
her achievements, and then answer the questions.

1 Debbie Allen is a superstar. She is an 
actress, dancer, movie director, and book writer. 

She has shown you can have many many talents and be 
successful using all of them. 

2 Allen was born on January 16th in Houston, Texas. 
She isn’t the only celebrity in her family - she has 

a sister, Phylicia Rashad, who is a famous actress best 
known for her role as Clair Huxtable in The Cosby Show.

3  She first became well known for her role in the 
movie Fame and then as a dance teacher on the 

TV show Fame. She even created the dance routines 
for the actors.  

   4 Fame was not the only very popular show that Allen was a part of. She also 
worked on Grey’s Anatomy and A Different World.

5 A Different World was a very popular show that was about a group of College 
students at an HBCU called Hillman College. It was a show that changed 

television and helped show a different Black experience. They 
talked about important topics in the community and told a 
story in a new way!

6 Debbie Allen has impacted TV in many ways - but her 
impact doesn’t stop there. Just this year she opened a 

dance studio. Debbie Allen shows us all that we can shine all 
of our lights! 



...A Different World
Instructions: Read the text on the previous page about Debbie Allen and her 
achievements and then answer the questions.

 1) What is the focus of the first paragraph in the text?

 2) What is the focus of the fifth paragraph in the text?



You’re the director & Star of Your Show
Debbie Allen was a great director. To be a great director you first have to be a great story 
teller. Many people use storyboards as a way to help plan their stories before they shoot 
a film or movie. A storyboard almost looks like a comic book but shows the characters, 
settings, and the order of your story and scenes. It is like a preview before you shoot. Look at 
the example of the storyboard below and then create your own!

Description:  
Two best friends start 

their first day of college.

Description:  
They visit their dorm room.

Description:  
They decide to explore 

more of the school.

Description:  
They realize that their 
dream is actually real.

Description:  
They go look at more of the 
campus to decide what they 

want to do first.

Description: The best 
friends decide they will 

try out for cheer.

story board



it's your turn!

  

GLOSSARY
Superstar - an extremely famous and successful 
performer, athlete, etc.  
 
Successful -  having gotten or achieved wealth, 
respect, or fame
Celebrity -  a person who is famous 
 
Famous - known or recognized by very many 
people

Routine - a series of things (such as movements or 
jokes) that are repeated as part of a performance 

Popular -  liked or enjoyed by many people 
 
HBCU -  Historically Black College or University

Instructions:  Now make your own storyboard! 



There is math in many things that we may not think of. Math is even in dance! Think about a time 
you saw a singer and their background dancers at a concert. People taught them those dances 
and helped them all do it the same way by using math. Things like the 8-count that is usually used 
in dance and even the angles and spacing are all related to math! Read the questions below and 
answer them, thinking of yourself as a dance teacher like Debbie Allen. 

I WILL HONOR
the sacrifices of 

my ancestors.

I WILL BELIEVE
in me.

I WILL PURSUE
my dreams.

I WILL HELP
others along 

the way.

take THE PLEDGEtake THE PLEDGE

Math in Dance

There are 8 foot prints in each box. 
Show the number as an addition 
and multiplication problem. See 
the example on the right. 

Draw an image that shows 3 x 4= 12.

8 + 8 = 16
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Answer Key: (1) 8+ 8+ 8 = 24, 8 x 3 = 24 (2)  8 + 8 + 8 + 8= 32, 8 x 4= 32 (3)  8+ 8 + 8 +  8 + 8 + 8 = 48, 8 x 6 = 48 
(4) Will vary. Should have 4 images in 3 boxes or 3 images in 4 boxes.


